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Wireless Earphones TWS QCY HT07 ANC (white)
Looking for  comfortable headphones that meet your needs? How about the QCY HT07? This wireless model  provides long battery life,
excellent audio quality, and exceptional call clarity. Equipped with ENC noise-canceling microphones and 4 ANC noise reduction modes, it
lets you cut off from the outside world. Its low latency level will also please gamers! Check out what else they have to offer!
 
Fantastic Sound
The high audio quality is thanks to 10mm dynamic biofilm drivers. They ensure precise sound reproduction and perfectly balanced low,
mid, and high tones. Moreover, the HT07s are great for listening to podcasts, audiobooks, or for phone calls — the vocal sound is clear,
distinct, and detailed.
 
4 Noise Reduction Modes
The HT07 headphones adapt to you! ANC noise reduction lets you disconnect from the outside world and focus solely on your music or
podcasts!  You  have  4  tailored  modes  at  your  disposal.  Indoor  mode  effectively  eliminates  noises  like  conversations,  loud  TVs,  etc.
Commuting and Outdoor modes make you forget  you are on a noisy station or  busy street.  Anti-wind mode minimizes annoying wind
noises, e.g., while running.
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Reliable Bluetooth Connection
Bluetooth  version  5.2  ensures  wireless  functionality.  It  guarantees  stable,  interference-free  transmission  up  to  10  meters  away!  The
latency level is only 0.08 seconds, which means you'll  enjoy perfect sound-image synchronization! Play dynamic games and beat your
records!
 
Speak Freely
The HT07 model uses an intelligent algorithm to ensure your phone calls are uninterrupted! The headphones are equipped with 6 ENC
noise-canceling microphones that precisely capture your voice while effectively reducing outside sounds.  Do you broadcast online? Or
often talk on the phone? Your interlocutors will always clearly hear everything you have to say!
 
Workout to Your Favorite Beats
The headphones keep up even with the most active users! Their IPX8 rating means they are not afraid of sweat drops or rain, so you can
confidently take them to your toughest workouts. Don't give up running even in the rain? Great! The headphones can accompany you
even then!
 
Long Battery Life
Can't imagine a trip without music? Neither can we! That's why the headphones are equipped with an efficient battery that allows for up
to 32 hours  of  wireless  operation!  Depending on the selected mode,  you can use them for  about  4  hours  of  phone calls  or  about  7-8
hours of listening to your favorite tracks. The charging case allows you to recharge the headphones 3 times.
 
More Possibilities with the App
Using the QCY app, you can personalize the operation of your headphones. What are the possibilities? From its level, you can adjust EQ
values, sound balance, and also set the operation of the touch panel according to your preferences. The app is compatible with Android
and iOS systems, offering wide compatibility.
 
Complete Comfort of Use
That's  not  all  of  the  advantages!  A  single  earbud  weighs  only  4.4  g,  so  even  prolonged  use  won't  cause  discomfort.  Moreover,  the
acoustic openings are connected to provide air pressure balance. What does this mean? Exceptional comfort and fantastic sound!
 
Included in the Set
    Headphones
    Charging case
    Cable
    Manual
     
    
    
        
            ManufacturerQCY
            ModelHT07-white
            Pairing NameQCY ArcBuds
            Bluetooth Version5.2
            Bluetooth ProfileHFP/A2DP/AVRCP
            Compatible SystemsiOS/ Android
            Range10 m
            Battery Life4.5 hours in call mode/ 8 hours in playback mode (with ANC off); 4 hours in call mode/ 7 hours in playback mode (with
ANC on)
            Battery Capacity350 mAh
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            Charges via Case3
            Charging PortUSB-C
            Water ResistanceIPX5
            Headphones Dimensions24.9 x 20.3 x 25.4 mm
            Case Dimensions60.3 x 24.9 x 43.2 mm
        
    

Preço:

€ 37.99

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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